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. . .* 
INFRARED PROPERTIES OF QUARK GAS 

Joseph I. Kapusta 

Nuclear Science Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

LBL-8902 

Infrared properties of quark gas at finite density are studied using 

renormalization group improved perturbatfon theory. The running coupling 

constant shows color charge screening in the infrared and asymptotic 

freedom in the ultraviolet. Color density correlations are finite. 

Instanton contributions to the partitIon function are estimated and found 

to be large at low density. Possible ambiguities of the perturbation 

exPansion in the many-body medium are discussed. 

* This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract 
No. W-7405~ENG-48. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the observation by Collins and Perryl that the effective 

coupling constant in QCD is small at high density and temperature, much 

work has been done on the thermodynamic properties of a gas of quarks 

2 and gluons. For the most part this work has concentrated on the calcu-

lation of the thermodynamic potential in perturbation theory. The accu

racy of the calculations has been improved by an application of the 

renormalization group whereby the masses and coupling constant are effec

tively replaced by ones depending on the temperature· and chemical poten~ 

tials. Recently it has been shown3 that the perturbative vacuum about 

which the above calculations were carried out is stable against fluctua-

tions of the color magnetic field. 

A lingering question remains about the true infrared finiteness of 

the theory. The standard procedure is to (i) Calculate the thermodynamic 

potential with a fixed coupling constant, (ii) subtract off the infinite 

vacuum contribution, and (iii) replace the fixed coupling constant by 

the renormalization group running coupling constant. What if the renor

malization group was applied to the many-body Green ftmctions and then 

integration over momenta was can:ied out to obtain the thermodynamic 

potential? Wouldn't the pole in the running coupling constant, 

- 2 22· g - l/ln(-p /A ), cause the thermodynamic potential to be ill-defined? 

A second lingering question, touched on by most papers 2, is how to 

relate the scale violation parameter A as determined by scattering exper

iments to the running coupling constant in the many-body problem. 

A third question concerns the role of instantdns. At what density, 

if any, do instanton contributions to the thermodynamic potential become 

""f" ?4 Slgnl lcant" 
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In this paper we shall attempt to answer these questions. To do so 

first requires the construction of the effective nmning coupling constant 

in the material medium,g 2 = g 2(M,~), where M is the subtraction point 

and 11 the chemical potential; This computation is presented in Sec. II. 

The result is that g 2 ~ 0 in the ultraviolet and the infrared. (Potential 

ambiguities in the perturbation expansion must be kept in mind.) The 

connection between A measured in a scattering experiment and the many-

body medium then becomes apparent. 

As an application of Sec. II we construct the renorinalization group 

improved result for the color density fluctuation/correlation function in 

Sec. III. Finally Sec. IV contains an estimate of the instanton contri

bution at moderate densities. 
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I I • d:WurATION OF RlNNING (DUPLING cmSTANT 

Our computation of the nmniilg coupling constant will follow the 

standard procedure. 5 Consider the gauge group SUCNc ) and Nf flavors of 

quark, all massless for simplicity. Each flavor i will have an associ

ated chemical potential ~.. Temperature is taken to be zero. Nonzero 
1 

temperature complicates the algebra and is not expected to introduce any 

different physics. We Work consistently in the Landau gauge. 

The calculation begins by evaluating the two and three point gluon 

flmctions in the many-body system. These are shown in Fig. 1. ()}ly the 

diagrams with an internal quark loop differ from those in the vacl.nlm. 

For the two point function 

1 - -:;:-z 
P 

67TOO] + glli (p.p. 
1 J 

where the matter contributions are 

.... 2 -.:j \I 0 .. P ) g-
1J 

2 I ll~ 2. 28 . [ 8~? cos 28 l6114
1.] 

67TOO = L ~ _..1:. - P sm In I 1 + ~~ 7 1 3 48 - p2 (p2) 2 

(1) 



and 

2 
lmll . =.~ r 

II 1T i 

5 

_ n sin e In [1 _ 
2 . 

x tan -1.[ 
cos 

Here the angle e is defined by 

(3) 

(4 ) 

We are using the Minkowski metric in a many-body system so po is 

pure imaginary: -ioo < po < ioo. The mst notable property of Eq. 1 is 

the appearance of a non-Lorentz covariant tensor. This occurs because 

there is a preferred frame of reference, the CM of the medium. 

The standard procedure for massless quarks in the vacuum is to take 

a a 2,0 _ 
[M aM + S a g + 2y A] r T - 0, (5) 

evaluate at p2 = -~, and solve for YA in terms of S or vice versa. Now 

there is a slight complexity because an explicit scale, lli' enters the 

problem. The procedure is analogous to that required to handle massive 

quarks. Define an auxilliary coupling constant by 

f. = ll./M. 
1. 1. 

(6) 

The many-body Green function has the functional form 

(7) 
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One can now go through the standard analysis to obtain the renor.malization 

group improved Green function. Scaling the initial momenttull p by A so 

that k = AP and p2 = -~ results in 

[- A 33A -Ifi 3~i + S;g + Y ] r = O. (8) 

Then 

A ~.~ = S(g, lli/MA), g (A = 1) = g (9) 

and the renormalization group improved Green function is 

( 
- 2 2 2 2 72) r k,g(-k ), ll./k ,ll./K exp 

. 1 0 1 

dM' ' 
W (10) 

Now an ambiguity shows up. We should insertEq. 1 in Eq. 8, 

evaluate atp2 = -~ and A = 1, and obtain a relation between S and YA• 

But r~'o is not Lorentz covariant, it depends on po and Ipl separately, 

i.e. it depends on 80f Eq. 4. Thus S, and also g, depend on 8. This 

does not seem too bad at first sight, but to determine B and YA we also 

need to evaluate a three point function. By renormalizing the three 

point function at some arbitrary momentum configUration PI' P2' P3' it 

is not clear what angle should correspond to 8. Indeed there will be a 

81, 82, 83 in general in addition to 8! This ambiguity is somewhat 

related to,but more severe than, that encountered in specifying what 

momentum configuration to use in the vacuum with massive quarks. 6 

We can argue that the natural way to handle this ambigUity is to 

subtract at p = (iM,O,O,O). This is a natural choice because now p 

coincides with the only other (pseudo) four-vector around, n = (1,0,0,0), 

which specifies the CMofthe medium. 7 With this choice the coefficient 
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of each non-Lorentz covariant tensor in a Green function should vanish. 

It may be verified explicitly for the ri'O ofEq. 1. 

With these remarks in mind we may now find one relationship between 

Q d . r2,O 
~ an Y A uslng T . 

(11) 

To get a second relationship between B and Y A we evaluate the diagrams of 

Fig. lb with momenttnn p in one leg, p out a second; and 0 mbmenttnn in the 

third. The result is 

Solving for B perturbatively yields 

B = _g.3 I (.!1:N - ~ ) + ~ Lr [(2 - ~67c + ~3· f) 
l6rr2 3 c 3 f 3 l6rr2 1 

x 4~~/Mt + (- i + ~c - ~f)ln(l + 4~~/M2) 

+ .(- 1 + ~ - N ) 4~? / (4~? + M2) J + ···1 2 4 c f 1 1 

(12) 

(13) 

The effect of nonzero p. shows up only in order gS in B. Prestnnably a 
1 

two loop calculation would contribute vacutnn terms of order gS and matter 

terms of order g7. That this should be the case follows from the expec-

tation that the matter contributions to Green functions are finite and 
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. d f 1" 8 Up d 5. l' h f not ln nee 0 renorma lzatlort. to or er g lllC USlve t e term 0 

order g3 should be dominant at large M (ultraviolet) while the term of 
. 5 2 2 

order g ~i/~r may be dominant in the infrared. Hence to simplify our 

analysis approximate S by 

S R:: - g3 I (1JN - ~ ) + ~(2 - 1JN +~) g2 I ~f j. . (14) 
l6'IT2 . 3 c 3 f 3 6 c 3""f l6'IT2 i ~ 

Herein lies a second possible ambiguity. Our philosophy has been to 

compute S to some finite order ing, but at each order in g to keep all 

orders in ~i/M. The consistency of this approach is not clear because 

terms of the form (g2~f/~)n may become increasingly important as ~i/M+ ~ 

even though g + O. Our analysis depends on the assumption that perturbation 

theory is a good guide to the real physics. If that is taken from us, we 

are lost. At any rate we will not consider this point again in this paper. 

Only if a two loop calculation gives a qualitatively different picture 

should we become alarmed. 

Equation 9 is equivalent to solving 

~-M aM - S •. 

Let us define an average chemical potential 11 by . 

-2 
~ 

(15) 

(16) 

The usual situation is when ail nonzero ~. are the same order of magnitude. . 1 

By a redefinition of variables the equation we want to solve is 

~ 
2 3 

=.:L.+L. . 3 ' x x 
(17) 
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where 

... /16 (l-k -~ -2) N 
b = a/ 1 ' 3 6 c 3, f f . (18) 

For SU(3) this assumes that the number of massless quarks Nf is less than 

five. 

To our knowledge 

functiohs. Therefore 

Eq. 17 cannot be solved in terms of elementary 

let's study various properties of the solution. 

As x -+- 00, 

2 
~~L 
dx x 

so 

y ~ l/ln(x/xo)' 

As x -+- 0, 

3 
~~; 

x 

so 

y ~ x. 

Furthennore dy/dx = 0 at some value xc' and the corresponding maximum 

value of y is Y (x ) = x2. x and x ,are related in some unknown way. c c c 0 

An approximate parameterization of the exact solution of Eq. 17, 

found to be accurate numerically to about 10%, is 

y ~ l/ln(x/xo + c expel/x)). 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 
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The parameters x and c are related to x by o . c 

. Xc 2 
c = -- exp(l/x - l/x ). x +1 c c c 

(24) 

This approximate solution reproduces the asymptotic forms of Eqs. 20 and 

2 22, and also reproduces the position and value of the maximum, y(xc) = xc. 

Transforming Eq. 23 back to the running coupling gives 

(25) 

If we want this to agree with the vacmnn result in the far ultraviolet 

(26) 

This identification is entirely reasonable since at distances small com-

pared to typical interparticle spacings individual particles should know 

nothing about the surrounding isotropic meditnn. 

-2 -Xc + a and as II Nf + 0, Xc + 00. 

-2-
Notice that as II N£ + 00 , 

To get a feeling for the numbers involved, consider the case of two 

massless quarks,· "up" and "down", which have chemical potentials equal to 

ll. The system is analogous to nuclear matter at high density. In Fig. 2 

we plot g 2 /167T2 vs. M with A setting the scale at sao MeV. For II = a the 

coupling has a pole at M = 500. This is the standard vacmnn result. For 

II =1= 0, g 2 /167T2 is finite for all M. When M» II we approach the asymp-

totic freedom result. 
. . -2 2 

When M « ll, g 1l67T goes to zero as M. The peak 
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value decreases in magnitude and shifts further to the right as ~/A + 00. 

This behavior is entirely reasonable. ,At very short distances ,the presence 

of the material medium is irrelevant. At very large distances there is 

sufficient matter in between so that the medium can be polarized and 

screen the ,colored charges. This is the predicted behavior of lattice 

gauge models at high temperature but zero quantum number densities. 9 It 

should be kept in mind though that if ~ is too sma 11 , ~ < several GeV 

say, then the quark gas phase won't be stable against collapse into a 

hadronic phase and our results will be invalidated. At least that is the 

hope for QeD. 

An interesting side remark is in order. If we naively take the 

~ + 0 limit of our interpolating solution we find 

which has a pole at M = 0 in contrast to the explicit vacuum result 

-2 1 

1!tt
2 ~:o j-CllNc- 2Nfl In m 

which has a pole at M = A. This type of behavior in differential 

(27) 

(28) 

equations is well known., but its physical interpretation in this case is 

not lDlderstood. 
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III. COLOR DFNSI'IY CORRELATIONS 

As an application of the ideas presented so far let us consider 

color density correlations in momentum space in one loop approximation. 

(29) 

The brackets denote the ensemble average. Jl1 is the color charge current. 
a 

(30) 

(31) 

Inserting Eq. 25 into Eq. 31 we find that we cannot evaluate the integral 

in Eq. 10 in tenns of elementary flIDctions. However we can find a 

(nonlIDique) interpolating formula whiCh has the correct asymptotic 

properties. 

[
" A ' I- '(RJIK] ,~ Fo Jk2 +In -11.- ' 

Here Fois a constant; A and a are as before and 

(32) 

(33) 
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The approximate color density correlation function is obtained by taking 

ri'O from Eq. 1, replacing g with g, multiplying by the factor in Eq. 32, 

and subtracting off the free field inverse propagator. The resulting 

expression is tedious to write down and not very interesting in its 

entirety. The interesting aspects are: (i) it is finite for all _k2 > 0, 
2 - .' 

(ii) its ultraviolet limit is _k2 /In[-~2J /K, and (iii) its infrared limit 

is a constant. Unfortunately its Fourier transform to position space is 

not well-defined because of its ultraviolet behavior., Presumably this 

arises because a high frequency probe will make quark-antiquark and gluon 

pairs, which gives rise to strong correlations in the ultraviolet. A 

naive dimensional argument would say that a function whose infrared limit 

is a constant would behave asl/r4 in position space, but such arguments 

are unreliable. 
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IV. INSTANTONS 

For the most part calculations on the thermodynamics of quark gas 

have relied totally on perturbation theory. The exception is the series 

of papers by Harrington and Shepard. 4 They show that instantons have a 

direct physical significance in the many·body problem (which is after all 

a problem in Euclidean space).as pseudopartic1e excitations of the meditDll. 

If these nonlinear excitations are not included in a ca1cu1ation.then some 

essential physics may be missing. They argue on physical grotnlds that the 

integral over instantbn size P should be cut off at Pc ~ liT, the inverse 

temperature. For the grotnld state of a quark gas it would be Pc ~ 1/11. 

In the vacutDll the integral over p diverges, but with the above cutoff it 

converges. Hence instanton effects are naively expected to be significant 

only at low energy density. 

The difficulty with doing an tnlambiguous .calculation a' la 't Hooft10 

is easily seen. The instanton solution in the Euclidean vacUtDll has an 

0(4) symmetry. To calculate the quanttDll corrections about that solution 

involves finding the eigenvalues of some operator, which reduces to an 

ordinary differential equation because of .0(4) symmetry. At finite temper

ature we lose 0(4) symmetry because the energy component of the momenttDll 

four vector is discrete. At finite chemical potential we lose 0(4) sym

metry because of the additional term in the Lagrangian 1l"fy°W. This term 

cannot be treated as a perturbation like a mass term can because it is 

precisely this term which is expected to cut off the instanton size 

integral. In .either case we lose 0(4) symmetry with the result that we 

must soive a complicated partial differential equation in two variables 

which does not factorize. 
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Let us recall the dilute instanton gas contribution in SU(3) to the 

. f . 1· h 10,11 generat1llg unctlona 1llt e vacuum: 

lnZ
inst = .0031

4 100 
d~ l_rZ t exp (-S"z/gZ(l/p)). (34) 

o p g (lip) 

The generating functional goes over to the partition function in the 
. \ 

many-body problem. To get an estimate of the dominant instanton effects 

at moderate density let us make the following ansatz: replace the running 

coupling in the vacuum by the running coupling in the quark medium. Apart 

from the fact that it's the most obvious modification to make, the motiva-

tion is provided by color charge screening. At high density the scale 

size of instantons should be naturally limited, and color charge screening 

limits any possible long range correlations. The instanton contribution 

to the pressure is then 

pinst = .003 [00 ~ [ siZ2 ] exp /-shg z) , (35) 

where g is taken from Eq. 25 and evaluated at M = lip. The integrand 

decreases as p + 0 as 

just as in the vacuum. The integrand is cut off exponentially as p + 00, 

This exponential falloff is exactly analogous to what happens in a weak 

interaction theory.lO There the Higgs field provides the cut off. This 

mean Higgs field is really just a boson condensate, 12 i. e. a many-body 
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system. The Higgs boson condensate and the ground state quark gas both 

provide a natura,l cut off to the instanton scale size. 

Unfortunately the integral in Eq. 35 cannot be done analytically. 

To get a feeling for the llt.nnbers consider again the exampl-e of two mass

less quarks with equal chemical potentials ]1.- The ratio of the pressure 

due to interactions to the pressure of a noninteracting gas is plotted in 

Fig. 3. Theinstanton contribution is positive. Also plotted are the 

order g 2 , and the order g 2 , g 4 In g 2 and g 4 inclusive contributions-

in perturbation theory.13 At high density clearly the instanton contri

bution is totally negligible. At lower density the interpretation is not 

so clear. The perturbative contributions are both negative. The second 

order resUlt would indicate that the total pressure is zero at ]1 ~ .8 GeV, 

possibly indicating that the quarks will condense into hadrons. The fourth 

order result would indicate that this occurs at]1 ~5 GeV. This wide 

variation surely means that many more terms in the perturbation expansion 

are important but not kept. The safest statement to make is that when the 

perturbative corrections become important, i.e. of order unity, then so do 

the nonperturbative corrections. Depending on one's faith in the first 

,few terms of perturbation theory (and nonperturbative perturbation theory!) 

-- one might claim that instanton effects tend to stabilize the gas and so 

lower the density at which a phase transition to hadrons occurs. This is 

because the instanton corrections to the pressure are positive while the 

perturbative corrections seem to be negative. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have investigated some of the infrared properties 

of quark gas. The two and three point gluon ftmctions were evaluated in 

one loop approximation to obtain the renormalization group S ftmction. 

The running coupling constant exhibits asymptotic freedom as in' the vacuum 

and infrared color charge screening, which is lIDique to quark gas. There 

is mild ambiguity in the choice of the subtraction point. There could be 

a more severe ambiguity in the definition of the perturbation expansion 

in g due to the appearance of the dimensionless quantity 111M, which ranges 

from zero to infinity. These ambiguities probably aren't related to the 

problem of confinement: QED should also have them. Clearly more work 

can be done on this problem, especially a two loop calculation and con-

sideration of nonzero masses. 

Many-body Green flIDctions are finite even in the infrared. In par-

ticular color density correlations approach a constant in the infrared, 

again indicative of color charge screening. 

A dense quark gas is expected to provide a natural cut-off on the 

instantoh scale size. UnfortlIDately the problem is ·difficult to tackle 

because of the reduction in symmetry from 0(4) to 0(3). To make a semi-

quantitative estimate of their importance it was conjectured that the 

running coupling in the vacuum be replaced by the running coupling in the 

quark gas. Loosely speaking instanton corrections to ideal gas behavior 

become of order lIDity only at low density where the perturbative corrections 

are of comparable size. 

This work was supported by the U. s. Department of Energy lIDder 
Contract No. W-74S0-ENG-4B. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. L One loop contributions to the (a) gluon propagator and (b) three 

glubn vertex. Only the quark loops give a contribution different 

than the vactruIn at finite density but zero temperature. 

Fig. 2. Plot of the renonnalization group nmning coupling constant for 

the special case of two massless quarks with equal chemical 

potential]1. For]1 ~ I GeV the system will not be in the quark 

phase. 

Fig. 3. Plot of the ratio of the pressure due to interactions to the 

pressure of an ideal gas, for the special case of two massless 

quarks with equal chemical potential]1. The instanton contribu

tion is positive and the perturbative contributions are negative. 
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